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Introduction

We are interested in the arithmetic of ring spectra.
To make sense of this we must work with structured ring spectra, such as S-algebras
[EKMM], symmetric ring spectra [HSS] or F-rings [Ly]. We will refer to these as Salgebras. The commutative objects are then commutative S-algebras.
The category of rings is embedded in the category of S-algebras by the EilenbergM a c L a n e functor R~-+HR. We may therefore view an S-algebra as a generalization of
a ring in the algebraic sense. The added flexibility of S-algebras provides room for new
examples and constructions, which may eventually also shed light upon the category of
rings itself.
In algebraic number theory the arithmetic of the ring of integers in a number field
is largely captured by its Picard group, its unit group and its Brauer group. These are
The first author was supported by the Swiss NSF grant 81LA-53756.
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in turn reflected in the algebraic K-theory of the ring of integers. Algebraic K-theory is
defined also in the generality of S-algebras. We can thus view the algebraic K-theory of
an S-algebra as a carrier of some of its arithmetic properties.
The algebraic K-theory of (connective) S-algebras can be closely approximated by
diagrams built from the algebraic K-theory of rings [Du, w

Hence we expect that global

structural properties enjoyed by algebraic K-theory as a flmctor of rings should also have
an analogue for algebraic K-theory as a functor of S-algebras.
We have in mind, in particular, the ~tale descent property of algebraic K-theory
conjectured by Lichtenbaum ILl] and Quillen [Ou2], which has been established for several classes of commutative rings [Vo], [RW], [HM2]. We are thus led to ask when a
map of commutative S-algebras A-+B should be considered as an ~tale covering with
Galois group G.

In such a situation we may further ask whether the natural map

K(A)--+K(B) hc to the homotopy fixed-point spectrum for G acting on K(B) induces an
isomorphism on homotopy in sufficiently high degrees. These questions will be considered
in more detail in [Ro3].
One aim of this line of inquiry is to find a conceptual description of the algebraic
K-theory of the sphere spectrum, K(S~

which coincides with Waldhausen's al-

gebraic K-theory of the one-point space *. In [Ro2] the second author computed the
rood 2 spectrum cohomology of A(*) as a module over the Steenrod algebra, providing
a very explicit description of this homotopy type. However, this result is achieved by
indirect computation and comparison with topological cyclic homology, rather than by a
structural property of the algebraic K-theory functor. What we are searching for here is a
more memorable intrinsic explanation for the homotopy type appearing as the algebraic
K-theory of an S-algebra.
More generally, for a simplicial group G with classifying space X = B G there is an
S-algebra S O[G], which can be thought of as a group ring over the sphere spectrum, and

K(S~

is Waldhausen's algebraic K-theory of the space X. When X has the

homotopy type of a manifold, A(X) carries information about the geometric topology
of that manifold. Hence an 6tale descent description of K(S~
will be of significant
interest in geometric topology, reaching beyond algebraic K-theory itself.
In the present paper we initiate a computational exploration of this 'brave new
world' of ring spectra and their arithmetic.

fi,tale covers of chromatic localizations. We begin by considering some interesting
examples of (pro-)@tale coverings in the category of commutative S-algebras. For convenience we will choose to work locally, with S-algebras that are complete at a prime p.
For the purpose of algebraic K-theory this is less of a restriction than it may seem at
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first. What we have in mind here is that the square diagram

K(A)

~ K(Ap)

K(7:oA)

> K(TroAp)

is homotopy Cartesian after p-adic completion [Du], when A is a connective S-algebra,
Ap its p-completion, ~r0A its ring of path components and 7c0(Ap) ~-(TcoA)p. This reduces
the p-adic comparison of K(A) and K(Ap) to the p-adic comparison of K(~oA) and
K(TcoAp), i.e., to a question about ordinary rings, which we view as a simpler question,
or at least as one lying in better explored territory.
This leads us to study p-complete S-algebras, or algebras over the p-complete sphere
spectrum SOp. This spectrum is approximated in the category of commutative S-algebras
(or E ~ ring spectra) by a tower of p-completed chromatic localizations [Ral]

~Op--+...--+Ln~~

LI~~

Lo~~ -~ HQp.

Here L~ =LE(n) is Bousfield's localization functor [Bou], [EKMM] with respect to the n t h
Johnson-Wilson theory with coefficient ring E(n). =Z(p)[Vl, ..., vn, vgl], and by Ln SO w e
mean (LnS~
By the Hopkins-Ravenel chromatic convergence theorem IRa3, w the
natural map S ~ --+holimn L , S ~ is a homotopy equivalence. For each n ) 1 there is a further
map of commutative S-algebras L~SOP---~LK(~)S~ to the p-completed Bousfield localization with respect to the nth Morava K-theory with coefficient ring K(n).=Fp[vn, vgl].
This is an equivalence for n= 1, and L] SOp~LK(1)SOp~--Jp is the non-connective p-complete
image-of-J spectrum. See [Bou, w
There is a highly interesting sequence of commutative S-algebras En constructed by
Morava as spectra [Mo], by Hopkins and Miller [Re] as S-algebras (or Aor ring spectra)
and by Goerss and Hopkins [GH] as commutative S-algebras (or E ~ ring spectra). The
coefficient ring of E~ is (En). ~ Wfpn [[Ul, ..., U~-l]] [u, u-i]. As a special case E1 ~-KUp
is the p-complete complex topological K-theory spectrum.
The cited authors also construct a group action on E,~ through commutative Salgebra maps, by a semidirect product Gn=S~)4Cn where S~ is the nth (profinite)
Morava stabilizer group [Mo] and Cn = Gal(Fpn/Fp) is the cyclic group of order n. There
is a homotopy equivalence L~:(~)SOp'~Eha'`, where the homotopy fixed-point spectrum
is formed in a continuous sense [DH], which reflects the Morava change-of-rings theorem [Mo].
Furthermore, the space of self-equivalences of En in the category of commutative
S-algebras is weakly equivalent to its group of path components, which is precisely Gn.
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In fact the extension

LK(n)S~

qualifies as a pro-6tale covering in the category of

commutative S-algebras, with Galois group weakly equivalent to Gn. The weak contractibility of each path component of the space of self-equivalences of En (over either

LK(n)S 0) serves as the commutative S-algebra version of the unique lifting property for 6tale coverings. Also the natural map (: E~--+THH(En) is a K(n)-equivalence,
cf. [MS1, 5.1], implying that the space of relative Kghler differentials of En o v e r LK(n)S 0
S ~ or

is contractible. See [Ro3] for further discussion.
There are further 6tale coverings of En. For example there is one with coefficient ring

WFpm [[Ul,..., un-1]][u, u -1] for each multiple m of n. Let E nr be the colimit of these,
Enr.=WFp[[Ul, ..., Un_I]][U, u - - l ] . Then Gal(Enr/Lg(n)S~ is weakly equivalent to
an extension of Sn by the profinite integers Z=Gal(Fp/FB). Let En be a maximal
pro-~tale covering of E~, and thus of LK(,~)S~ What is the absolute Galois group

with

Cal(F-~n/LK(n)~ 0)

of

LK(n)S~ 9.

In the case of Abelian Galois extensions of rings of integers in number fields, class
field theory classifies these in terms of the ideal class group of the number field, which
is basically K0 of the given ring of integers. Optimistically, the algebraic K-theory of Salgebras may likewise carry the corresponding invariants of a class theory for commutative
S-algebras. This gives us one motivation for considering algebraic K-theory.

t~tale descent in algebraic K-theory. The p-complete chromatic tower of commutative
S-algebras induces a tower of algebraic K-theory spectra

K(S~ --+ ...-+ K(L,~S~ --+ ...--+ K(Jp) --+K(Op)
studied in the p-local case by Waldhausen [Wa2]. The natural map

K (S~ ) --+holim K ( LnS~ )
may well be an equivalence, see [MS2]. We are thus led to study the spectra
and their relatives

K(LK(,)S~

K(L,S~

(More precisely, Waldhausen studied finite localization

functors L{ characterized by their behavior on finite CW-spectra. However, for n = 1 the
localization functors L1 and L{ agree, and this is the case that we will explore in the
body of this paper. Hence we will suppress this distinction in the present discussion.)
Granting that

LK(n)S~

qualifies as an 6tale covering in the category of com-

mutative S-algebras, the descent question concerns whether the natural map

K(LK(n)S ~ -+ K(En) hG~

(0.1)

induces an isomorphism on homotopy in sufficiently high dimensions. We conjecture that
it does so after being smashed with a finite p-local CW-spectrum of chromatic type n + 1.
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expect to use a localization sequence in algebraic K-theory

to reduce to the algebraic K-theory of connective commutative S-algebras, and to use
the B6kstedt Hsiang-Madsen cyclotomic trace map to topological cyclic homology to
compute these [BHM]. The ring spectra En and

E(n)p are

closely related, and for n~> 1

we expect that there is a cofiber sequence of spectra

K(BP(n- 1)p) -+ K(BP(n)p) --+K(E(n)p)

(0.2)

analogous to the localization sequence K(Fp)--+K(Zp)--+K(Qp) in the case n=O. Something similar should work for En.
The cyclotomic trace map
trc:

K(BP(n)p) --+TC(BP(n)p; p) ""TC(BP(n);p)

induces a p-adic homotopy equivalence from the source to the connective cover of the target [HM1]. Hence a calculation of TC(BP(n);p) is as good as a calculation of K(BP(n)p),
after p-adic completion. In this paper we present computational techniques which are

TC(BP(n);p), at least when BP(n)p is a commutative Salgebra and the Smith-Toda complex V(n) exists as a ring spectrum. In the algebraic
case n = 0 , with BP(O)~-HZ(p), these techniques simultaneously provide a simplification
of the argument in IBM1], [BM2] computing TC(Z;p) and K(Zp) for p ~ 3 . Presumably

well suited for calculating

the simplification is related to that appearing in different generality in [HM2].
It is also plausible that variations on these techniques can be made to apply when

V(n)

is replaced by another finite type n + 1 ring spectrum, and the desired commutative

BP(n)p is weakened to the existence
S-algebra, such as MU or BP.

S-algebra structure on
related commutative

n=l.

Algebraic K-theory of topological K-theory. The first
Then E~_KUp has an action by G I = Z ~ F x A .

Z/(p-1)~ACZp

of an S-algebra map from a

non-algebraic case occurs for
Here Z p ~ F = l + p Z p C Z p ,

and kCZp acts on E1 like the p-adic Adams operation ~pk acts on

KUp.
Let

Lp=E hA

be the p-complete Adams summand with coefficient ring

(Lp),=

Zp[vl,v~-l], so L p - E ( 1 ) p . Then F acts continuously on Lp with Iu p ..~
- - ~rp hr . Let lp be t h e p complete connective Adams summand with coefficient ring

(lp), =Zp[vl],

so

Ip~-BP(1)p.

We expect that there is a cofiber sequence of spectra
K(Zp) -~ K(lp) -~ K(Lp).
The previous calculation of

TC(Z;p)

TC(l;p)
K(Ip), respectively.

[BM1], [BM2], and the calculation of

presented in this paper, identify the p-adic completions of K(Zp) and
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Given an evaluation of the transfer map between them, this presumably identifies K(Lp).
The homotopy fixed points for the F-action on K(Lp) induced by the Adams operations
ck for kcl+pZp should then model K(JB)=K(L1S~
This brings us to the contents of the present paper. In w we produce two useful
classes Ag and AK in the algebraic K-theory of 1e. In w we compute the V(1)-homotopy
of the topological Hochschild homology of l, simplifying the argument of [MS1]. In w we
present notation concerning topological cyclic homology and the cyclotomic trace map
of [BHM]. In w we make preparatory calculations in the spectrum homology of the S 1homotopy fixed points of THH(1). These are applied in w to prove that the canonical
map from the Cp~ fixed points to the Cp~ homotopy fixed points of THH(1) induces an
equivalence on V(1)-homotopy above dimension 2p-2, using [Ts] to reduce to checking
the case n = 1. In w we inductively compute the V(1)-homotopy of all these (homotopy)
fixed-point spectra, and their homotopy limit TF(I; p). The action of the restriction map
on this limit is then identified in w The pieces of the calculation are brought together
in Theorem 8.4 of w yielding the following explicit computation of the V(1)-homotopy
of TC(l; p):
THEOREM 0.3. Let p)5. There is an isomorphism of E(;~, A2)|

V(1).TC(l; p) ~- E(A1, A2, O)|174174174
| E( Al)QP(v2)|
with

)~ltd l o < d <p}
)~2tdP l O< d < p}

IAil=2p-1, I~X21=2p2-1,Iv21=2p2-2, 101=-1 and N=-2.
The p-completed cyclotomic trace map

K(Ip)p -+ TC(Ip; p) ~- TC(I; p)
identifies K(Ip)p with the connective cover of TC(l;p). This yields the following expression for the V(1)-homotopy of K(lp), given in Theorem 9.1 of w
THEOREM 0.4. Let p>~5. There is an exact sequence of E(/kl, A2)|
0 --+ E2p-3Fp ~ Y(1). K(Ip) trc> V(1). TC(1; p) --+E-1Fp --->0

taking the degree 2 p - 3 generator in E2p-aFp to a class aEV(1)2p_3K(lp), and taking
the class 0 in V(1)_ITC(I;p) to the degree -1 generator in E-1Fp.
Chromatic red-shift. The V(1)-homotopy of any spectrum is a P(v2)-module, but we
emphasize that V(1).TC(I;p) is a free finitely generated P(v2)-module, and V(1).K(Iv)
is free and finitely generated except for the summand Fp{a} in degree 2p-3. Hence both
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are fp-spectra in the sense of [MR], with finitely presented rood p

cohomology as a module over the Steenrod algebra. They both have fp-type 2, because
V(1). K(lp) is infinite while V(2). K(Ip) is finite, and similarly for TC(1;p). In particular,
K(Ip) is closely related to elliptic cohomology.
More generally, at least if BP(n}p is a commutative S-algebra and p is such t h a t
V(n) exists as a ring spectrum, similar calculations to those presented in this paper
show that

V(n).TC(BP(n};p)

is a free

P(Vn+l)-module on

2n+2+2n(n+l)(p-1)

gen-

erators. So algebraic K-theory takes such fp-type n commutative S-Mgebras to fp-type
n + 1 commutative S-algebras. If our ideas about localization sequences are correct then

K(En)p
LK(n)S~

also

will be of fp-type n + l , and if ~tale descent holds in algebraic K-theory for
with

cdp(Cn)<oo then

also

K(LK(n)S~

will be of fp-type n + l .

The

moral is that algebraic K-theory in m a n y cases increases chromatic complexity by one,
i.e., t h a t it produces a constant red-shift of one in stable homotopy theory.

Notations and conventions. For

an Fp vector space V let

E(V), P(V)

and F(V) be

the exterior algebra, polynomial algebra and divided power algebra on V, respectively.

x,~} we write E(xl,..., x~), P(Xl,..., xn) and F(xl, ..., xn) for
with 2~i(x).~/j(x)=(i,j)~i+j(x). Let Ph(X)=
truncated polynomial algebra of height h. For a<~b<<.oolet p b ( x ) =

When V has a basis {Xl,...,
these algebras. So

P(x)/(xh=O) be the
Fp{xkla<~k<<.b} as a

P(x)-module.

By an infinite cycle in a spectral sequence we mean a class x such that

d~(x)=O

for all r. By a permanent cycle we mean an infinite cycle which is not a boundary, i.e.,
a class that survives to represent a nonzero class at E ~ .

Differentials are often only

given up to multiplication by a unit.
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1. C l a s s e s in a l g e b r a i c K - t h e o r y

E~ ring spectrum models. Let p be an odd prime. Following the notation of [MS1],
let I=BP(1} be the Adams s u m m a n d of p-local connective topological K-theory. Its
homotopy groups are 1. ~ Z(p)[vl], with Ivll=q=2p-2.
Its p-completion Ip with Ip,-~ Zp[Vl] admits a model as an E ~ ring spectrum, which
1.1.

can be constructed as the algebraic K-theory spectrum of a perfect field k'. Let g be
a prime power topologically generating the p-adic units and let k'=colimn~>O Fgpn C
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be a Zp-extension of

k=Fg. Then Ip=K(k')p is an E ~ ring spectrum model for the

p-completed connective Adams summand [Qul, p. 585].
Likewise jp=K(k)p and kup=K([c)p are E ~ ring spectrum models for the p-completed connective image-of-J spectrum and the p-completed connective topological K-

ag(x)=x g induces the
Adams operation Cg on both lp and kup. Then k is the fixed field of ag, and jp is

theory spectrum, respectively.

The Frobenius automorphism

the connective cover of the homotopy fixed-point spectrum for r
of Ip or

acting on either one

kup.

The Ecr ring spectrum maps

S~

induce Eor ring spectrum

maps on algebraic K-theory:

K(S ~ --+K(jp) ~ K(lp) ~ K(kup) ~ K(Zp).
In particular, these are H ~ ring spectrum maps [Ma].
1.2.

A first class in algebraic K-theory. The Bhkstedt trace map
tr: K(Zp) -+ THH(Zp)

maps onto the first p-torsion in the target, which is
Let eKEK2B_I(Zp) be a class with tr(eK)=e.

THH2p_I(ZB)~=Z/p{e} [BM1, 4.2].

There is a (2p-2)-connected linearization map

Ip-+HZp of E ~ ring spectra, which

induces a (2p-1)-connected map

K(Ip)--+g(Zp) [BM1, 10.9].

Definition 1.3. Let AIKEK2B_I(Ip)be a chosen class mapping to eKEK2p-I(Zp) under the map induced by linearization Ip-+HZp.
The image

tr(AIK)ETHH2p_I(lp) of this class under the trace map
tr:

will map under linearization to

K(Ip) -+ THH(Ip)

eETHH2p_I(Zp).

Remark 1.4. The class AKeK2p_l(Ip) does not lift further back to K2p_l(S~ since
eK has a nonzero image in 7r2p-2 of the homotopy fiber of K(S~
[Wal]. Thus
A~ does not lift to K2p-l(jp) either, because the map S~
is (pq-2)-connected. It
is not clear if the induced action of cg on K(Ip) leaves A~ invariant.
1.5.

Homotopy and homology operations. For a spectrum X, let DpX =EEp ~<EpX Ap

be its p t h extended power. Part of the structure defining an H a ring spectrum E is a
map ~: DpE-+E. Then a mod p homotopy class

OCTrm(DpSn;Fp) determines a mod p

homotopy operation
O*: ~n(E) -~ ~m(E; F~)
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natural for maps of H ~ ring spectra E. Its value O*(x) on the homotopy class x represented by a map a: Sn--+E is the image of 0 under the composite map

~rm(DpS~; Fp) D,(~)> rm(DpE; Fp) ~ Try(E; Fp).
Likewise the Hurewicz image h(O)EHm(DpS~; Fp) induces a homology operation

h(O)*: Hn(E;Fp) -+ Hm(E; Fp),
and the two operations are compatible under the Hurewicz homomorphisms.
For S n with n = 2 k - 1

an odd-dimensional sphere, the two lowest cells of DpS n are

in dimensions pn+(p-2) and pn+(p-1), and are connected by a rood p Bockstein,
cf. [Br2, 2.90) ]. Hence the bottom two mod p homotopy classes of DBS n are in these
two dimensions, and are called ~pk and pk, respectively. Their Hurewicz images induce
the Dyer Lashof operations denoted ~Qk and Qk in homology, cf. [Br2, 1.2].
For S n with n=2k an even-dimensional sphere, the lowest cell of DpS n is in dimension pn. The bottom homotopy class of DpS n is called pk and induces the p t h power
operation Pk(x)=xP for xETr2k(E). Its Hurewicz image is the Dyer-Lashof operation Qk.
We shall make use of the following mod p homotopy Cartan formula.
LEMMA 1.6. Let E be an H~ ring spectrum and let xETr2i(E) and yE~2j-I(E) be
integral homotopy classes. Then

(pi+j), (x. y) = (Pi)* (x). (pJ)* (y)
in ~2p(i+j)-l(E;Fp). Here (Pi)*(x)=xP.
Proof. This is a lift of the Cartan formula for the mod p homology operation Qi+j
to rood p homotopy near the Hurewicz dimension. We use the notation in [Brl, w
Let (5:Dp(S2iAS2j-1)---~DpS2iADpSij-1 be the canonical map. Then for o~=pi+jE
~2p(~+j) - 1(Dp (S:~A S 2j- 1); FB) we have 5, (a) = P~A PJ in the image of the smash product
pairing

~2piDpS2~|

~(DpS2Y-1; Fp) --~ 7r2p(i+j )_ I (DBS2iA DpS2J-1; Fp).

This is because the same relation holds in mod p homology, and the relevant mod p
Hurewicz homomorphisms are isomorphisms in these degrees. The lemma then follows
from [Brl, 7.3(v)].
[]
1.7. A second class in algebraic K-theory. We use the H ~ ring spectrum structure
on K(Ip) to produce a further element in its mod p homotopy.

10
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Definition

1.8. Let AK =

(PP)*(AK) CK2p~-1(lp;Fp)

be the image under the mod p

homotopy operation
(PP)*: K2p-1 (lp) -+ K2p2_ 1(lp; Fp)

of A ~ E / / 2 , - 1 (lp) .
Since the trace map tr:

K(lp)-+THH(lp)

is an E ~ ring spectrum map, it follows that

tr(A2K) e TgH2p2_l(1,; Fp) equals the image of tr(Ag)eTHH2,_l(Ip) under the mod p
homotopy operation (PP)*. We shall identify this image in Proposition 2.8, and show
that it is nonzero, which then proves that A2K is nonzero.

Remark

1.9. It is not clear whether AUK lifts to an integral homotopy class in

K2,2_1 (lp). The image of eKEK2p_l(Zp) in

K2p-I(Qp; Fp)

is vldlogp for a class d l o g p E

KI(Qp; Fp) that maps to the generator of K 0 ( F , ; Fp) in the K-theory localization sequence for Zp, c f. [HM 2]. It appears t hat t he image of AK in Y (1) 2p2- 1 g (L,) is v2d log v l
for a class

dlogvleV(1)lK(Lp)

that maps to the generator of

pected K-theory localization sequence for

lp.

V(O)oK(Zp)

in the ex-

The classes A1K and AUKare therefore related

to logarithmic differentials for poles at p and vl, respectively, which partially motivates
the choice of the letter 'A'.

2. Topological Hochschild homology
Hereafter all spectra will be implicitly completed at p, without change in the notation.
The topological Hochschild homology functor THH (-), as well as its refined versions
THH(-) Cpn, THH(-) hsl, TF(-;p), TR(-;p) and TC(-;p), preserve p-adic equivalences. Hence we will tend to write

THH(Z)

and

THH(1)

in place of

THH(Zp)

and

THH(lp),

and similarly for the refined functors.
Algebraic K-theory does certainly not preserve p-adic equivalences, so we will con-

tinue to write
2.1.

K(Ip)

and g ( z p ) rather than

Homology of THH(l).

g(l)

and K ( Z ) .

The ring spectrum map

mod p homology, identifying H.(l;

Fp) with

g . ( l ; Fp) =

1--+HFp induces

an injection on

the subalgebra

P(~kl k >~1)|

I k >/2)

of the dual Steenrod algebra A.. Here ~k=X~k and Ck =XTk, where ~k and 7k are Milnor's
generators for A. and X is the canonical involution. The degrees of these classes are
I~kl=2pk-2 and Ickl=2pk-1.
There is a Bhkstedt spectral sequence

E2**=HH.(H.(l;Fp)) ~ g.(THH(l);Fp)

(2.2)
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with
E,2. = H. (l; Fp) @E(a~k I k/> 1) @F(a~k I k/> 2).
See [HM1, w
Here axEHHI(-) is represented by the cycle l |
in degree 1 of
the Hochschild complex. The inclusion of 0-simplices I--+THH(1) and the SLaction on
THH(1) yield a map SIAI--+THH(1), which when composed with the unique splitting of
SI+A1--+S1AI~-E1yields a map a: EI--+THH(1). The induced degree 1 map on homology
takes x to crx.
By naturality with respect to the map I--+HFp, the differentials
d

=

for j>~p, found in the Bbkstedt spectral sequence for
sequence (2.2) above. See also [Hu]. Hence

EP**= H. (l; Fp)|

THH(Fp), lift to the spectral

a~2)|162

[k ~ 2),

and this equals the E ~ - t e r m for bidegree reasons.
In H, (THH(1);Fp) there are Dyer-Lashof operations acting, and (a~k)P =
p1r _
~(Q (Tk))=~Tk+l for all k~>2 [St]. Thus as an H,(l;Fp)-algebra,

H. (THH(l); Fp) ~ H.(I; F p ) |

QPk(a~k)=

o~2)|

(2.3)

Here l~11 = 2 p - 1, l~521 = 2 p 2 - 1 and [~r =2p 2. Furthermore

QP(a~I)=a(QP(~I)) --a~2.

2.4. V(1)-homotopy of THH(1). Let V(n) be the nth Smith-Toda complex, with
homology H, (V(n); Fp)-----E(r ..., fn). Thus V(0) is the rood p Moore spectrum and V(1)
is the cofiber of the multiplication-by-v1 map Eqv(0)--+ V(0), where q=2p-2. There are
cofiber sequences

so 2+ SOA% v(o) jo S*
and
Eqv(0) vl~ V(0) ~

V(1) Jl~

~q+lv(0)

defining the maps labeled i0, j0, il and j l . When p~>5, V(1) is a commutative ring
spectrum [Ok].
For a spectrum X the rth (partially defined) vl-Bockstein homomorphism /31,T is
defined on the classes xEV(1),(X) with jl(x)EV(O),(X) divisible by v lr-1. Then for
y C V(0), (X) with v[ -1. Y=jl (x) let/31,T ( x ) = i l (Y) E V i i ) , (X). So/31,r decreases degrees
by rq+ l.
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Definition 2.5. Let r(n)=0 for n~<0, and let r(n)=pn+r(n-2) for all n ) l . Thus
r(2n-1)=p 2~-1 +...+p (n odd powers of p) and r(2n)=p2n-~...-~p 2 (n e v e n powers of p).
Note that (p2 _ 1) r(2n- 1)=p2,~+1 _p, while (pg__ 1) r(2n)=p2~+2 _p2.
PROPOSITION 2.6 (McClure-Staffeldt). There is an algebra isomorphism

V(1).THH(t) -~ E(A1, A2)|
with [A1 [ = 2 p - 1, [A2]= 2p2 - 1 and [#1= 2t)2. The mod p Hurewicz images of these classes
are h(A1)=IAa~I, h(Au)=IAa~2 and h(#)=-lAc~r162
There are vl-Bocksteins
/~l,p(p)=A1, 3I,p2(#P)=A 2 and generally /31,r(,~)(pPn-1)#0 for n>~l.
Proof. One proof proceeds as follows, leaving the Vl-Bockstein structure to the more
detailed work of [MS1].
H.(THH(1); Fp) is an A.-comodule algebra over H.(I; Fp). The A.-coaction
u: H.(THH(1); FB) --+ A.|
agrees with the coproduct r A.--+A.|
H.(I; F p ) c A . . Here
-

when both are restricted to the subalgebra

-pi

i+j=k

Furthermore u(ax)=(l|

Fp)

i+j=k

and a acts as a derivation.

It follows that ~(cr~l)=

1|

P(ff~2)=l|
and b'(crT2)=l|174
Since V(1)ATHH(1) is a module spectrum over V(1)Al~ HFp, it is homotopy equivalent to a wedge of suspensions of HFp. Hence V(1).THH(1) maps isomorphically to
its Hurewicz image in
H. (V(1)A THH(1);Fp) ~ A. |

a~)|162

which consists of the primitive classes for the A.-coaction. Let A1, A2 and # in
V(1).THH(1) map to the primitive classes 1Aa(1, 1Aa(2 and 1Aar
respectively. Then by a degree count, V(1).THH(1)~-E(A1, A2)|
as asserted.
[]
COROLLARY 2.7. V(O)tTHH(1)=O and ~tTHH(1)=O for all t ~ 0 , 1 mod 2 p - 2 ,
t < 2pS + 2p- 2.

Proof. This follows easily by a vl-Bockstein spectral sequence argument applied to
V(1).THH(1) in low degrees.
[]
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classes ,~IKEK2p_I(lp) and AKEK2pZ_l(Ip;Fp) map under
the trace map to integral and rood p lifts of
PROPOSITION 2.8. The

AlE V(1)2p_ITHH(I)

and

A2 E V(1)2p2_ITHH(1),

respectively.
Proof. The Hurewicz and linearization maps
V(1)2p_ITHH(1) --+H2p_x(V(1)ATHH(1); Fp) -+ H2p_l(Y(1)ATHH(Z); Fp)
are both injective. The rood p and Vl reduction of the trace image tr(A1K) and A1 are
equal in V(1)2p_ITHH(1), because both map to 1Aa~l in H2p_I(V(1)ATHH(Z); Fp).
The Hurewicz image in H2p~_I(THH(1); Fp) of tr(AK)=(PP)*(tr(AK)) equals the
image of the homology operation Qp on the Hurewicz image a~l of tr(A K) in
H2p-1 (THH(1); Fp), which is Qp(a~l)=aQp(~l)=a~2. So the rood vl reduction of tr(A K)
in V(1)2pZ_ITHH(1) equals A2, since both classes have the same Hurewicz image 1Aa~2
in H2B2_I(V(1)ATHH(1); Fp).
[]

3. Topological cyclotomy
We now review some terminology and notation concerning topological cyclic homology
and the cyclotomic trace map. See [HM1] and [HM2] for more details.
3.1. Frobenius, restriction, Verschiebung. As already indicated, THH(1) is an S 1equivariant spectrum. Let Cp~ C S 1 be the cyclic group of order pn. The Frobenius maps
F: THH(1)cp €
n-1 are the usual inclusions of fixed-point spectra that forget
part of the invariance. Their homotopy limit defines

TF( l; p) = holim THH (1)C'~.
n,V

There are also restriction maps R: THH(I)Cpn-+THH(I)C, ~-~, defined using the cyclotomic structure of THH(1), cf. [HM1]. They commute with the Frobenius maps, and
thus induce a self-map R: TF(l;p)-+TF(l;p). Its homotopy equalizer with the identity
map defines the topological cyclic homology of l, which was introduced in [BHM]:

TC(1;p)

> TF(l;p) ~

R
1

TF(l;p).

Hence there is a cofiber sequence

r -lTy(l; p)

TC(l;p) TF(Z;p) 1-R TF(l;p),

14
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which we shall use in w to compute V(1).TC(I;p).

There are also Verschiebung maps

V: THH(1)cp ~-* -+THH(1)cp n, defined up to homotopy in terms of the SLequivariant
transfer.
3.2. The cyclotomic trace map. The BSkstedt trace map admits lifts
trn: K(lp) -+ THH(1) Cpn
for all n~>0, with t r = t r o , which commute with the Frobenius maps and homotopy commute with the restriction maps up to preferred homotopy.

Hence the limiting map

t r f : K(Ip)---+TF(l;p) homotopy equalizes R and the identity map, and the resulting lift
trc: K(lp) --+ TC(l; p)
is the B5kstedt-Hsiang-Madsen cyclotomic trace map [BHM].
3.3. The norm-restriction sequences. For each n~> 1 there is a homotopy commutative diagram

K(lp)

THH(1)hCp~

N ) THH(1)c, ~

R ) THH(1)cn_ 1

THHq)hcp

Nh, rHH(Z)hc, o Rh,

(3.4)

fi(Cp ,THHq)).

The lower part is the map of cofiber sequences that arises by smashing the SLequivariant
cofiber sequence ESI+ ~ S o ~ F,S 1 with the Sl-equivariant map

THH(l)

-+

F ( E S 1, THH(1))

and taking Cp~ fixed-point spectra. For closed subgroups G C S 1 recall that THH(1) hG=

F(ESI+, THH(1)) a is the G homotopy fixed-point spectrum of THH(I), and
ft( G, T H H (1) ) = [ES1A F( E S 1, T H H (1) )] a
is the G Tate construction on THH(1). The remaining terms of the diagram are then
identified by the canonical homotopy equivalences

T H H (1)hC~, ~- [ESI+ A T H H ( l)] C~n = [ES*+A F( ESI+, T H H (1) )]C€
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and

THH(1)@ ~-~ ~_ [F,SIATHH(1)]cp ~.
(In each case there is a natural map which induces the equivalence.)
We call N, R, N h and R h the norm, restriction, homotopy norm and homotopy
restriction maps, respectively.

We call F,~ and F . the canonical maps.

The middle

and lower cofiber sequences are the norm-restriction and homotopy norm-restriction sequences, respectively.
We shall later make particular use of the map

FI: THH(1) ~-[ES1ATHH(1)] c" -+ [E,S 1 A F ( E S 1, THH(1))] cp = f-I(Cp, THH(1)).
We note that F1 is an SLequivariant map, and induces fn-~-l~-(rl) Cpn upon restriction
to Cp~ fixed points.
By passage to homotopy limits over Frobenius maps we also obtain a limiting diagram

K(1,)

ETHH(I)hsl

N ~ Tf(l;p)

Y;THH(1)hS 1 Nh) THH(1)hS1

R

, TF(1;p)

Rh) ~-I(S1THH(1)).

Implicit here are the canonical p-adic homotopy equivalences

ETHH(l)hs~ ~- holim THH(1)hCpn,
n,F

T H H (t) hsl ~--holim T H H (1) hCp~,
n,f

f t ( S 1, THH(l)) ~ holim H(Cp~, THH(1)).
n,F

4. Circle h o m o t o p y fixed points
4.1. The circle trace map. The circle trace map
trs1 = FotrF: K (Ip) -~ T H H (1) hs~ = F( ESI+, T H H (1) ) S~
is a preferred lift of the trace map tr: K(IB)-+THH(1). We take S ~176
as our model for E S 1.
Let

T ~ = F ( S ~ 1 7 62n-1, THH(I)) s~
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for n~>0, so that there is a descending filtration {Tn}~ on T~

hS1, with layers

T~/Tn+I ~ F(S2n+l/sUn-1, THH(1) )s 1~_E-2n THH(1).
4.2. The homology spectral sequence. Placing T n in filtration s=-2n and applying
homology, we obtain a (not necessarily convergent) homology spectral sequence

E2,t=H-~(SI;Ht(THH(1);Fp)) ~

H,+t(THH(1)hS1;Fp)

(4.3)

with

E2**= P(t) |

(l; Fp) |

a~2) |162

Here t has bidegree ( - 2 , 0) while the other generators are located on the vertical axis.
(No confusion should arise from the double usage of t as a polynomial cohomology class
and the vertical degree in this or other spectral sequences.)

There are differentials d2(~l)=t.a~l, d2(~2)=t.a~2 and d2(~2)=t.a~2
in the spectral sequence (4.3).
LEMMA 4.4.

Proof. The d2-differential
d~,t: E2,t ~- Ht(THH(1); Fp){1} -+ E~2,t+ 1 ~ Ht+I(THH(I); Fp){t}
is adjoint to the Sl-action on THH(1), hence restricts to a on Ht(1; Fp). See [Rol, 3.3]. []
4.5. The V(1)-homotopy spectral sequence. Applying V(1)-homotopy to the filtration {Tn}n, in place of homology, we obtain a conditionally convergent V(1)-homotopy
spectral sequence

E2t(S1)=H-s(S1;V(1)tTHH(1)) ~

Y(1)s+tTHH(1) hsl

(4.6)

with
E.2.(S 1) = P(t)|

A2)|

Again t has bidegree ( - 2 , 0) while the other generators are located on the vertical axis.

Definition 4.7. Let
O~IE 7r2p_3 (S0),

/3~ETr2p2_2p_1V(O) and

v2ETr2p2_2V(1 )

be the classes represented in their respective Adams spectral sequences by the cobar
9
"U2)---/31
/ and jo(/3~)=/31eTr2p2_2p_2(S~
1-cycles h10=[~1], h11=[~ p] and [T2]. So Yl(
Consider the unit map S~
completion.

hsl, which is well defined after p-adic

17
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PROPOSITION 4.8. The classes ilio(oq)ETr2p_3V(1), il(/~)ETr2p2_2p_lV(1 ) and
v2E~r2p2_2V(1) map under the unit map V(1).S~
hsi to nonzero classes
represented in E ~ ( S i) by tAi, tPA2 and tp, respectively.

Proof. Consider first the filtration subquotient T~
3, THH(1)) sl. The unit
map V(1)--+V(1)A(T~ 2) induces a map of Adams spectral sequences, taking the permanent 1-cycles [~1] and [~2] in the source Adams spectral sequence to infinite 1-cycles
with the same cobar names in the target Adams spectral sequence. These are not 1boundaries in the cobar complex
H,(T~

A, OH,(T~

F,)

Fp)

...

for the A,-comodule H,(T~
because of the differentials d2(~l)--t.cr~i and
d2(~2)=t.a~2 that are present in the 2-column spectral sequence converging to

H,(T~

Fp). In detail, H2p_2(T~

F p ) = 0 and H2p:_l(T~

Fp) is spanned by

the primitives cry2 and ~ - a ~ l .
Thus [~i] and [r are nonzero infinite cycles in the target Adams E2-term. They
have Adams filtration one, hence cannot be boundaries. Thus they are permanent
cycles, and are nonzero images of the classes ili0((~1) and v2 under the composite
V(1),--+V(1),(T~176
Thus they are also detected in V(1),(T~ in filtration s ~ - 2 . For bidegree reasons the only possibility is that iii0(al) is detected in
the V(1)-homotopy spectral sequence E~1761) as tA1, and v2 is detected as t#.
Next consider the filtration subquotient T~ T p+I = F( S 2p+~, THH (1)) s~. Restriction
across S2+P+I-+ESi+ yields the second of two Eoo ring spectrum maps:

S O-~ THH(1) hs~ - ~ T~ p+l.
The composite map ~t takes (~iET~2p_3(S~ to a product t.A1 in Tr2p_3(T~
where
t E ~-2 (TO//T p+i) and A1 E 7~2p-1(T~ p+i). Here t and A1 are represented by the classes
with the same names in the integral homotopy spectral sequence:
E~,t =

I H-s(si;zrtTHH(1))'

-2p<s<O,

I 0,

otherwise,

~

7r~+t(T~

By Proposition 2.6 and Corollary 2.7 we have ~rtTHH(1)=O for 0 < t < 2 p - 2

and for

2 p - 1 < t < 4 p - 4 , so the class t is a permanent cycle for bidegree reasons, and the factorization Ot(ai)=t'A1 holds strictly, not just modulo lower filtrations. We know from
Proposition 2.8 that Al=trsi(A1K) is an integral homotopy class.
Now we apply naturality and the rood p homotopy .Cartan formula in Lemma 1.6,
to see that fl~:(pp-1)*(oq) in 7r2p2_2p_l(S~ Fp) maps under Qt to
=

=
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in ~2p2_2p_I(T~
Hence i1(/~) maps to the infinite cycle tPA2 in E ~ ( S 1 ) ,
which cannot be a boundary for bidegree reasons. Thus tPA2 is a permanent cycle.
[]

5. T h e h o m o t o p y limit property

5.1. Homotopy fixed-point and Tate spectral sequences. For closed subgroups GC_S1 we
will consider the (second quadrant) G homotopy fixed-point spectral sequence

E~,t(G)=H-S(G,V(1)tTHH(1)) ~

V(1)s+tTHH(I) hC.

We also consider the (upper half-plane) G Tate spectral sequence
/~,t(G) = H-~(G, V(1)tTHH(1)) ~

V(1)8+tfi(G, THH(1)).

When G=S 1 we have

E.2.(S 1) -- E(A1, A2)(~P(t, #)
since H*(S1; Fv)=P(t), and

E.2.(S1) ----g ( ~ l , )~2)~P(t, t -1, #)
since ~t*(S1;Fp)=P(t,t-1). When G=Cp~ we have

E2**(Cpn) : E(un, )~1, )~2)~P( t, #)
since H*(Cp~; Fp)=E(un)|

while

E2.(Cpn) : E(un, ~1, ~2)QP( t, t-l, #)
since H*(Cpn; Fp)=E(un)|
t - l ) . In all cases un has bidegree ( - 1 , 0), t has bidegree
( - 2 , 0), A1 has bidegree (0, 2 p - 1), A2 has bidegree (0, 2p 2 - 1) and # has bidegree (0, 2p2).
All of these spectral sequences are conditionally convergent by construction, and are
thus strongly convergent by [Boa, 7.1], since the E2-terms are finite in each bidegree.
The homotopy restriction map R h induces a map of spectral sequences

E*(Rh): E*(G) -+/~* (G),
which on E2-terms inverts t, identifying E2(G) with the restriction of/~2(G) to the
second quadrant.
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The Frobenius and Verschiebung maps F and V are compatible u n d e r Pn+l a n d Pn
with homotopy Frobenius and Verschiebung maps F h and V h that induce maps of ]late
spectral sequences

~*(Fh): ~:*(C~o+~)-~ ~* (C~)
and

~*(v~): ~*(c,~) -~ ~*(cpo+~).
Here/~2(Fh) is induced by the natural map s

Fp)--+H*(Cp~;Fp) taking t to t

and U~+l to 0. It thus maps the even columns isomorphically and the odd columns
trivially. On the other hand, E 2 ( y h ) is induced by the transfer map _0*(Cp~;Fp)-+
H* (Cp~+l ; Fp) taking t to 0 and u~ to Un+l. It thus maps the odd columns isomorphically
and the even columns trivially.
This pattern persists to higher Er-terms, until a differential of odd length appears
in either spectral sequence. More precisely, we have the following lemma:
LEMMA 5.2. Let dr(G) denote the differential acting on Er(G). Choose no>~l, and
let r0~>3 be the smallest odd integer such that there exists a nonzero differential
A

ArO

dr?.(Cp'~o): Er?.(Cpno) --+ Es_ro,.(Cpno)
with s odd. (If F,**(Cpno) has no nonzero differentials of odd length from an odd column,
let ro=c~.) Then:
(a) For all 2<~r<<.ro and n ~ n o the terms E~(Cp~) and Er(Cp,~+l) are abstractly
isomorphic. Indeed, F = Er ( Fh ): E~,. (Cp~+I )--+F,~,. (Cp~ ) is an isomorphism if s is even
and is zero if s is odd, while V = E r ( y h ) : E~,.(Cp~)-+E;,.(Cpn+I) is an isomorphism if
s is odd and is zero if s is even.
(b) For all odd r with 3<<.r<<.ro and n>~no the differential d~,.(Cp~) is zero, unless
r=ro, n=no and s is odd.
Proof. We consider the two (superimposed) commuting squares
A;,,(cpo+l),
E

F.

~ EA; , . ( C p o )

d~. ( C p n ~ - i )

r

~

F

~r

V

The following statements then follow in sequence by increasing induction on r, for
2<~r<<.ro and n>~no.
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(1) F: E~,.(Cp~+~)--+E~,,(Cp~) is an isomorphism for all s even, and is zero for s

odd.

(2) V:E~,.(Cp~)--+E~,.(Cp~+,)

is an isomorphism for all s odd, and is zero for s

even.

(3) d~,.(Cp,OoF=Fod~,.(Cp~+~ )

with F an isomorphism for all s even and r<ro

even.

(4) d~,(Cp,+~)oV=Vod~..(Cp,)

with V an isomorphism for all s odd and r<ro

even.
(5) d~,.(Cp=)=O for all 8 even and r<,ro odd.
(6) d~,.(Cp~+l)=0 for all s odd and r<,ro odd.

[]

The l e m m a clearly also applies to the system of homotopy fixed-point spectral sequences E* (Cp=).
5.3. Input for Tsalidis' theorem.

Definition 5.4. A m a p A . - + B . of graded groups is k-coconnected if it is an isomorphism in all dimensions greater than k and injective in dimension k.
THEOREM 5.5. The canonical map

El: THH(1) -+ H(Cp, THH(1) )
induces a (2p-2)-coconnected map on V (1)-homotopy, which factors as the localization
map
V(1).THH(1) -+ ~-Iv(1).THH(I) ~ E(A1, A2)|
#-1),
followed by an isomorphism
#-IV(1).THH(1) ~- V(1).ft(Cp, THH(l)).
Proof. Consider diagram (3.4) in the case n = l . The classes ili0(~1), i1(~[)
and v2 in V(1). m a p through V(1).K(lp) and r l o t r l to classes in V(1).THH(I) hCp
t h a t are detected by tA1, tPA2 and t# in E ~ ( C p ) , respectively. Continuing by R h to
V(1).fi(Cp,THH(1)) these classes factor through V(1).THH(1), where they pass
through zero groups. Hence the images of tA1, tPA2 and tp in E~(Cp) must be zero, i.e.,
these infinite cycles in/~2 (Cp) are boundaries. For dimension reasons the only possibilities are

d2V(tt-p) = t;h,
d2p:(tp-p2) = tPA2,
d2p~+1( u l t -p2) = t#.
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The classes ili0(A~) and i1(/~K) in V(1).K(lp) map by Flotrl to classes in
V(1).THH(1) hCp that have Frobenius images A1 and A2 in V(1).THH(1), and hence
survive as permanent cycles in
infinite cycles.

E~.(Cp). Thus their images A1 and A2 in E*(Cp) are

Hence the various Er-terms of the

Cp Tate spectral sequence are

F.2(Cp) = E(ul, A1, A2)|
Y-~2p§

t -1, t#),

~- E ( u l , )~1, )~2)@P( tp, t-P, t~t),
=

t

E2p2+2(Cp) : E(A1, A2)|

p~,t-P2).

For bidegree reasons there are no further differentials, so
classes A1, A2 and t +p2 are permanent cycles.
On V(1)-homotopy the map FI:THH(t)--+~I(Cp,
phism

E2p2+2(Cp):E~(Cp) and the

THH(l)) induces the homomor-

E(AI, A:)|

~ E( A1, A~)|
~, t -~ )
that maps AI~-~A1, A2~+A2 and #~-~t-p2. For the classes ili0(A1K) and i~(A2K) in
V(1).K(lp) map by tr to A1 and A2 in V(1).THH(1), and by RhoFlotrl to the classes
in V(1).H(Cp,THH(I)) represented by A1 and A2. The class # in V(1).THH(1) must
have nonzero image in Y(1).~I(Cp, THH(1)), since its pth Vl-Sockstein/31,p(#)=A1 has
nonzero image there. Thus # maps to the class represented by t -p2, up to a unit
multiple which we ignore. So V(1).F1 is an isomorphism in dimensions greater than
[A1A2tp2]=2/)-2, and is injective in dimension 2/)-2.
[]
5.6.

The homotopy limit property.

THEOREM 5.7.

The canonical maps
F~: THH(l) C€

--~THH(l) hCp,~,

F~: THH (1)@~-~ -+ ~I(CB~, THH (1))
and
F: TF(1;p)

-~ THH(l) hS1,
F: TF( l; p) "-~ H ( S 1, THH (l) )

all induce ( 2 p - 2)-cocon

ected maps on Y O )-homotopy.

Proof. The claims for Fn and F~ follow from Theorem 5.5 and a theorem of Tsalidis [Ts]. The claims for F and F follow by passage to homotopy limits, using the p-adic
homotopy equivalence THH(1)hSl~holimn,F THH(1) hCp~ and its analogue for the Tate
constructions.
[]
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6. Higher fixed points
Let [k]--1 when k is odd, and [k]--2 when k is even. Let )~ik]----s
So that {A[k], Aik]}=
{A1,~2} for all k. We write vp(k) for the p-valuation of k, i.e., the exponent of the
greatest power of p that divides k. By convention, vp(O)=+oo. Recall the integers r(n)
from Definition 2.5.
THEOREM 6.1. In the Cp~ Tate spectral sequence E*(Cp~) there are differentials

d2~(k) (tpk ~_pk ) = ~[k]tPk-~ (tit) ~(k-2)
for all l ~k<~ 2n, and
d 2r(2n)+1 (Un t -p~'~) = (t~) r(2n-2)+l.
The classes A1, ;~2 and tit are infinite cycles.
We shall prove this by induction on n, the case n = l being settled in the previous
section. Hence we assume that the theorem holds for one n>~l, and we will establish its
assertions for n + 1.
The terms of the Tate spectral sequence are
/~2r (rn)+ 1(Cp~) = E(un, ~1, ~2) @P(t pro, t - p ' , tit)
m

I

| E]~E(un, A[k])|174

= k - 1}

k=3

for l ~ m ~ 2 n .

To see this, note that the differential d 2~(k) only affects the summand

E(Un, hi, )~2)|174

}, and here its homology is

E(un, s

| P~(k- 2) ( tp) |

{A[k]t i ]% ( i) = k - 1 }.

Next
2n

E2r(2n)+2(Cpn)=E(Al,~2)|174

,t

__p2n

)

2n

| (~ E(un, Aik])|174

= k-1}.

k=3

For bidegree reasons the remaining differentials are zero, so E2~(2n)+2(Cpn)=E~(Cpn),
and the classes t •

are

permanent cycles.

PROPOSITION 6.2. The associated graded of V(1).I-I(Cp~,THH(I)) is

E ~ (Cpn) ~- E()~l, )~2)|

(tit) |

p~", t -p2" )

2n

9

E(un,

A[k])QP~(k_2)(tp)|
'

[k]tilvp(i)

=

k-l}.

k=3

Comparing E*(Cpn) with E*(Cp.) via the homotopy restriction map R h, we obtain
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PROPOSITION 6.3. In the C : homotopy fixed-point spectral sequence E*(C:) there

are differentials

&(k)(:~-l) = ~Ikltp~+p~-~(tit) ~(k-2)
for all l ~ k ~ 2 n , and
d 2r(2n)+1 (Un) = tP~n(tit)~(2~-2)+1.

The classes ~1, A2 and tit are infinite cycles.
Let G be a closed subgroup of S 1. We will also consider the (strongly convergent)
G homotopy fixed-point spectral sequence for f-I(Cp, THH(1)) in V(1)-homotopy

it-lE2,t(G ) = H-S(G; V(1)tfi(Cp, THH(1))) ~

V(1)~+tI-I(Cp, THH(1)) ha.

By Theorem 5.5 its E2-term it-lEU(G) is obtained from E2(G) by inverting it- Therefore
we shall denote this spectral sequence by it-lE*(G), and refer to it as the it-inverted
spectral sequence, even though the later terms it-lE~(G) are generally not obtained
from E~(G) by simply inverting it- For each r the natural map E~(G)-+It-IE~'(G) is an
isomorphism in total degrees greater than 2p-2, and an injection in total degree 2p-2.
PROPOSITION 6.4. In the it-inverted spectral sequence it-lE*(Vpn) there are differ-

entials
d2r(k) (it pk-pk-~ ) =

"~[kI(tit)~(k) it -pk-~

for all l~k<.2n, and
d 2r(2n)+l (Un it p2~ ) = (tit) r(2n)+l.

The classes A1, A2 and tit are infinite cycles.
The terms of the it-inverted spectral sequence are

it--lE2~(~)§

= E(~n,

~1, ~2)OR(it:', it-:', tit)

9 ~ E(un, Aik])|

t) |

itj IVp(j) = k - 1}

k=l

for l<~m~2n. Next

it-1E2r(2n)+2 (Cpn) =

)~2) @Pr(2n)§ (tit) @P(it p2n, it - p ~ )
2n

E(.~I,

(~ E(un, A[k])QP~(k)(tit)|

lVp(j) = k - 1}.

k=l

Again it-lE2r(2n)+2(Cp~):it-lE~(Cpn) for bidegree reasons, and the classes it •
permanent cycles.

are
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associated graded E~
a (2p-2)-coeonnected map to

of V(1).THH(I) hC~ maps by

PROPOSITION 6.5. The

: ~(~1, )~2)@gr(2n)+l (tP)|
p2~, #_p2~)
2n
| (~ E(un, AikI ) | P~(k) (t#) |
{A[k]#J I vp(j) = k - 1}.
k=l

#-lE~

Proof of Theorem 6.1. By our inductive hypothesis, the abutment p-lE~
contains summands
Pr(2n_l)(t#){/~l.P~-2},

Pr(2n)(t#){.~2~

p2n-- 1

}

and

P~(2n)+l(t#){# p2~}

representing elements in V(1).THH(I)C, "~. By inspection there are no classes in
p - 1E ~ (Cp~) in the same total degree and of lower s-filtration than (t#) ~(2n- 1). A1#p2~-2,
(t#) ~(2n). A2pp2n-~ and (t#) ~(2n)+l.#p2~, respectively. So the three homotopy classes represented by Atp p~n-2, A2ttp2~-1 and pp2.~are v2-torsion classes of order precisely r(2n-1),
r(2n) and r(2n)+ 1, respectively.
Consider the commutative diagram

THH(I)hCp, ~ < r~ THH(1)c, ~ r~+~> fi(Cp~+~,THH(t))

THH(1) < r_o

THH(1)

r~ > fi(Cp,THH(1)).

Here F n is the n-fold Frobenius map forgetting Cpn-invariance. The right-hand square
commutes because Fn+l is constructed as the Cp~-invariant part of an SLequivariant
model for F1The three classes in V(1).THH(1)cp ~ represented by Alp p~"-2, A2#p2"-1 and #p2.
map by the middle F n to classes in V(1).THH(1) with the same names, and by F1 to
classes in V(1).fl(Cp, THH(1)) represented by Alt -p2"~, A2t -p2~+1 and t -p2~+2 in E ~ (C~p),
respectively. Hence they map by F,~+I to permanent cycles in E*(Cpn+l) with these
images under the right-hand F n.
Once we show that there are no classes in /~(Cp.+~) in the same total degree
and with higher s-filtration than Alt -p~, A2t -p~"+~ and t -p~+2, then it will follow that
these are precisely the permanent cycles that represent the images of ,,~1#p2~-2, ~2# p2n-1
and #p2, under Fn+l.
By Lemma 5.2 applied to the system of Tate spectral sequences /~*(Cp.) for
n>~l, using the inductive hypothesis about /~*(Cp.), there are abstract isomorphisms
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Er(Cp~)~-Er(Cp~+~) for all r<~2r(2n)+l, by F in the even columns and V in the odd
columns. This determines the dr-differentials and E~-terms of E*(Cp~+~) up to and
including the Er-term with
E2r(2n)+l(Cp~+,)

~--

r=2r(2n)+ 1:

g(un+l, al, A2)|

p2n

,t-

p2n

, t/t)

2n

'
(~ (~ E(u~+l, A[k])
|

k=3

|

F

p{A[k]t i IVp(i) = k -

1}.

By inspection there are no permanent cycles in the same total degree and of higher
s-filtration in/~*(Cp~+~) than/~1 t-p2~, /~2t-p2~+~ and t -p~+~, respectively. So the equivalence Fn+IF~ 1 takes the homotopy classes represented by A1/tp2n ~, A2/tp2~-1 a n d / t P ~
to homotopy classes represented by Ait -p~, A2t -p2~+~ and t -p~+~, respectively.
Since Fn+IF~ 1 induces an isomorphism on V(1)-homotopy in dimensions greater
than 2p-2, it preserves the v2-torsion order of these classes. Thus the infinite cycles

(t/t) r(2n-1).Alt -p2~, (t/t) r(2n).A2t -p2~+~ and

(t/t) r(2n)+l.t -p2~+2

are all boundaries in E*(Cp.+~). All these are t/t-periodic classes in Er(Cp.+~) for r =
2r (2n)+ 1, hence cannot be hit by differentials from the t/t-torsion classes in this Er-term.
This leaves the t/t-periodic part E(Un+l,A~,A2)|
where all the
generators above the horizontal axis are infinite cycles. Hence the differentials hitting
(t#)r(2~-~).A~t -p~n, (t/t)~(2~)-A2t -p~+~ and (t/t)r(2~)+t.t -p~+~ must (be multiples of
differentials that) originate on the horizontal axis, and by inspection the only possibilities
are

d2r(2n+l) (t-p2'~-p 2~+1) = (t/t)r(2n--1). AIt-P 2~,
d 2r(2n+2)(t-p2n+l

p2n+2) =(t/t)r(2n).~2t-P2n+l,

d 2r(2n+2)+l (~tn+ 1t-2P 2~+2) = (t/t) r(2n)+l 9t-p ~+~.

The algebra structure on

E*(Cp~+I) lets us rewrite these differentials as the remaining

differentials asserted by case n + l of Theorem 6.1.

[]

Passing to the limit over the Frobenius maps, we obtain
THEOREM 6.6.

The associated graded of V(1).~I(S1, THH(1)) is

/?~ ($1) = E(..~I,/\2) @P(t/t)

@ E(Alkl)oPt(k_2 )

k~>3

jr

(i) = k- 1}.
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The associated graded
(2p-2)-coconnected map to
THEOREM 6.7.

#-IE~176

E~

1) of V(1).THH(1) hs~ maps by a

= E(.,kl, A2)|
O (~ E(AIk]) |

|

#~ IVp(j) = k - 1}.

k)l

For a bigraded Abelian group E.~ let the (product) total group Tot.n(E ~) be the
graded Abelian group with
T~176

H

Es,~t'

s-t-t=n

Then each of the E~-terms above compute V(1).TF(1;p) in dimensions greater than
2p-2, by way of the (2p-2)-coconnected maps
F: V(1). TF(I; p) --+ V(1 ). f i ( S 1, THH(l)) ~- Tot.n ( / ~ (S 1))
and
F: V(1).TF(I;p) -+ V(1).THH(I)hS~-+ Totn. (p-lE~
respectively.

7. T h e r e s t r i c t i o n m a p

In this section we will evaluate the homomorphism
R.: Y (1). TF(l; p) --+ V (1). TF(I; p)
induced on V(1)-homotopy by the restriction map R, in dimensions greater than 2p-2.
The canonical map from Cp,~ fixed points to Cp, homotopy fixed points applied to
the Sl-equivariant map FI:THH(1)--+~I(Cp, THH(1)) yields a commutative square of
ring spectrum maps

THH(I)Cp ~

~I(Cp,~+t, Trig(l))
The right-hand vertical

map

r,

~ THH(l)hC~,,~

ao. :, f--I(Cp,THH(l)) hcp~ .

(~1) hCp~ induces the natural map

E*(Cp.) - ,

~-lE*(Cpn)

of Cpn homotopy fixed-point spectral sequences. By Theorem 5.7 and preservation of
coconnectivity under passage to homotopy fixed points, all four maps in this square
induce isomorphisms of finite groups on V (1)-homotopy in dimensions greater than 2/)-2.
Regarding Gn, more is true:
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LEMMA 7.1. Gn is a V(1)-equivalence.

Proof. We proceed as in [HM1, p. 69]. The d2r(2'~)+l-differential in Theorem 6.1
implies a differential

d 2~(~)+1 (unt -p~n. (t#) -~(2n-2)-1) = 1
in the CB~ Tate spectral sequence #-IE*(Cpn) for fl(Cp, THH(1)).

It follows that

i -1~2~(2n)+2~,~
~**
I t J p ~ )~
= t l ,~ SO V(1)Af-I(Cpn,H(Cp, THH(I)))~-*.
Hence the Cpn homotopy norm map for ft(Cv, THH(1)) is a V(1)-equivalence, and
the canonical map G~ induces a split surjection on V(1)-homotopy. (Compare with (3.4).)
Its source and target have abstractly isomorphic V(1)-homotopy groups of finite type,
by Propositions 6.2 and 6.5, thus G~ induces an isomorphism of finite V(1)-homotopy
groups in all dimensions.

[]

By passage to homotopy limits over the Frobenius maps we obtain the commutative
square

TF(l;p)

P

~ THH(1) hS1

1~

I (~l)hS1

f i ( S 1, THH(1))

c ) ft(Cp, T H H ( l ) ) hs~.

Again, the m a p (Pl) hS1 induces the natural m a p E*(S1)--+pt-IE*(S 1) of Sl-homotopy
fixed-point spectral sequences.

In each dimension greater than 2/)-2 it follows that

V(1).TF(l;p)~-limn,F V(1).THH(1)cp ~ is a profinite group, and likewise for the other
three corners of the square. Thus F, F and (1~1)hs~ all induce homeomorphisms of profinite
groups on V(1)-homotopy in each dimension greater than 2 p - 2 , while G = holimn,F Gn
induces such a homeomorphism in all dimensions by Lemma 7.1.
(An alternative proof that G is a V(1)-equivalence, not using Lemma 7.1, can be
given by using that G. is a ring homomorphism and an isomorphism in dimensions
greater than 2 p - 2 . )
We can now study the restriction map R. by applying V(1)-homotopy to the cornmutative diagram

TF(I; p)

R

TF(1; p)

1
THHq) hs~

Rh

, ~ ( S 1, THH(O)

r

> THH(1) hS~

G ~ fI(Cp, THHq)) hsl

The source and target of R, are both identified with V(1),THH(1) hsl via F,. Then R, is
identified with the composite homomorphism F o ~ - l o ~ h
R h and ( F F - 1 ) , in turn.

We shall consider the factors
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The homotopy restriction map R h induces a map of spectral sequences
E*(Rh): E*(S ~) ~ E*(S~),
where the E~

are given in Theorems 6.6 and 6.7.

PROPOSITION 7.2. In total dimensions greater than 2 p - 2

E~176

the homomorphism

maps

in E ~ ( S 1) isomorphicaUy to E(A1,A2)|
in E~176
-dpk-~} in E~~
onto E(Aik])|174
Fp{A[~]t dpk-~} in /~~176 for k>.3 and 0 < d < p ;
(c) the remaining terms in E~176 to zero.
(a) E(A1, A2)|
(b) E(Aik])|174

Proof. Case (a) is clear. For (b) and (c) note that E ~ ( R h) maps the term
E(Alkl)|

) (tp)|

N # -dp~-~}

in E ~ ( S 1) to the term

it =pk-1}
in E~176
Here d is prime to p. For d > p the source and target are in negative
total dimensions, while for d<O the source and target are concentrated in disjoint total
dimensions. The cases O < d < p remain, when the map is a surjection since r ( k ) - d i 1-1 >

r(k-2).

[]

This identifies the image of R h, by the following lemma extracted from [BM1, w
LEMMA 7.3. The representatives in E ~ ( S 1) of the kernel of Rh. equal the kernel

of E~(Ra). Hence the image of R h is isomorphic to the image of Totn. (E~(Rh)) in
The composite equivalence FF -1 does not induce a map of spectral sequences.
Nonetheless it induces an isomorphism of E(A1, A2)|
on V(1)-homotopy
in dimensions greater than 2 p - 2 . Here v2 acts by multiplication in V(1)., while multiplications by A1 and )~2 are realized by the images of A~ and A~, since both F and F are
ring spectrum maps.
PROPOSITION 7.4. In dimensions greater than 2 p - 2 the composite map (FF-1).
takes all classes in V(1).~I(S1, THH(1)) represented by A1
el e2
,~ t i in/:
(s 1) to
classes in V(1).THH(I) hs' represented by A~A~2(tp)mtzJ in E~ 1) with i+p2j=O.
Here el,CZE{0, 1} and m>~O.

Proof. We prove that G. takes all classes represented by A1 A2 (t#)mt ~ to classes in
V(1).H(Cp, TgH(1)) hs' represented by A~~A~2 (tp)m# j in #-IE~
with i+p2j=O.
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The assertion then follows by restriction to dimensions greater than 2p-2, since the
natural map E ~ (S 1) --+it-lE~ (S 1) is an isomorphism in these dimensions.
The source and target groups of G, are degreewise profinite P(v2)-modules. An
element in V(1),f-I(S1, THH(1)) is divisible by v2 (i.e., in the image of multiplication
by v2) if and only if it is represented by a class in E ~ ( S ~) that is divisible by tit, and
similarly for V(1).~I(Cp,THH(1)) hs~ and it-lE~
Let (v2) and (tit) denote the
closed subgroups of v2-divisible and tit-divisible elements, respectively.
Then there are isomorphisms
V(1). f i ( S 1, THH(1))/(v2) ~ Totn E~(S1)/(tit)
= E(AI, ;~2)| ~ E(&ik])|

ti[Vp (i) = k - 1}

k~3

and
V(1). ft(Cp, THH(1))hS~/(v2) =~Totn. p-lE~(S1)/(t#)

= E( l,

@ E( ik l)|

Ivp(j) = k - 1).

k)l

Clearly G. induces an isomorphism between these two groups, which by a dimension
count must be given by

with i+pej =0. Hence the same formulas hold modulo multiples of v2 on V(1)-homotopy.
Taking the P(v2)-module structure into account, the corresponding formulas including
factors (tit) "~ must also hold.

[]

LEMMA 7.5. In dimensions greater than 2 p - 2 the restriction map
R.: V(1). TF(I; p) --~ V(1). TF(l; p)

is continuous with respect to the profinite topology on V(1),TF(I; p).
Proof. The filtration topologies on V(1).THH(1) hS1 and V ( 1 ) . f i ( S 1, THH(1)) associated to the spectral sequences E*(S 1) and /~*(S1), respectively, are equal to the
profinite topologies, because both E ~ - t e r m s are finite in each bidegree and are bounded
to the right in each total dimension.
Since R h induces a map of spectral sequences, R h is continuous with respect to the
filtration topologies. Hence ~,~)----F-loRhoF.
~.
, is continuous in dimensions greater than
2p-2, where F. and F. are homeomorphisms.
We now decompose E ~ ( S 1) as a sum of three subgroups.

[]
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Definition 7.6. Let A=E(A1, A2)|
Bk ----E(AIk] )|174

[O < d <p}AE~

: E( Ik])O @

(t,) |

1)

t dpk-1}

0<d<p

and B=(~k>~IB k. Let C be the span of the remaining monomial terms l]ll~2t{p j in
E~
Then E~
THEOREM 7.7. In dimensions greater than 2p-2 there are closed subgroups f t :

E(A1,Ae)|
Bk and C of V(1).TF(I;p) represented by A, Bk and C in E~176
respectively, such that
(a) R. is the identity on A;
(b) R, maps Bk+2 onto Bk for all k>~l;
(c) R. is zero on B1, B2 and C.
In these dimensions V(1).TF(1;p)=A|174
with B:I-Ik>~l Bk.
Proof. At the level of E~(S1), the composite map (FF-1).oE~

is the identity

on A, maps Bk+2 onto Bk for all k>~l, and is zero on B1, B2 and C, by Propositions 7.2
and 7.4. The task is to find closed lifts of these groups to V(1).TF(I;p) such that R.
has similar properties.
Let fi-=E(ll, 12)|
be the (closed) subalgebra generated by
the images of the classes l ~ , A~ and v2 in V(1).K(lp). Then fi~ lifts A and consists of
classes in the image from V(1).K(lp). Hence R. is the identity on A.
By Proposition 7.2 (c) we have CC ker E~176
Thus by Lemma 7.3 there is a closed
subgroup C in ker(R.)~ker(R h) represented by C. Then R. is zero on C.
The closed subgroups im(R.) and ker(R.) span V(1).TF(1;p). For by Proposition 7.2 the representatives of im(R.) span A(gB, and the representatives of the subgroup C in ker(R.) span C. Thus the classes in im(R.) and ker(R.) have representatives
spanning E~
Both im(R.) and ker(R.) are closed by Lemma 7,5, hence they span
all of V(1).TF(I; p).
It follows that the image of R. on V(1).TF(1;p) equals the image of its restriction
to im(R.).
Consider the finite subgroup
B ~ = Bknker E~~

h) : E(k{k])|

~

Pr((:)~2~pk-l--l(t#)@Fp{,~[lc]tdPk--1
}

0<d<p

of E ~ ( S 1) contained in the image of (FF-1).oE~(R h) and the kernel of E~176

It can

be lifted to im(R.) by Proposition 7.2, and to ker(R.) by Lemma 7.a. We claim that it
can be simultaneously lifted to a finite subgroup of im(R.)n ker(R.),
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(It suffices to lift a monomial basis for B ~ to im(R.)Aker(R.) and take its span in
V(1).TF(I;p). To lift a basis element x in/3 ~ first lift it to a class 2 in im(R.), with F.(2)
represented by x. Then R. (2) might not be zero, but F . R . (2) is represented by a class
yE/~ ~ (S 1) of strictly lower s-filtration than x. By Theorem 6.6 and Proposition 7.2 (b),
y is in the image of E~(Rh), with y=E~176
for a class z E E ~ 1 7 6 1) of strictly lower
s-filtration than x. By Proposition 7.2 (b) and Proposition 7.4 we may assume that z is
in the image of E~
h) followed by (FF-1),. Thus we can lift z to a class 2Gim(R,).
Then F , R , ( 2 ) is represented by y. Replacing 2 by 2 - 2 keeps 2 in ira(R,) as a lift of x,
and strictly reduces the s-filtration of R, (2). Iterating, and using strong convergence of
E ~ ( S 1 ) , ensures that we can find a lift 2 in im(R,)f~ker(R,), as desired.)
Let/~~
be such a lift.
Inductively for n~>l let B'k~cBk+2ncE~
be the finite subgroup generated by
the monomials mapped by E ~ ( R h) and (FF-~), to the monomials generating /3kn - - 1 "
Then Bk is the span of all B~_2n for n~>0.
Suppose inductively that we have chosen a lift B ~ C i m ( R , ) of B~ which maps by
R, to / ~ - 1 for n~>l, and to zero for n=0. Then choose monomial classes in im(R,)
mapping by R, to generators of B~ k , and let / ~ + 1 be the finite subgroup they generate.
Then ~k~n+l is a lift of/3~+1 by Proposition 7.2 (b) and Proposition 7.4.
Let BkcV(1),TF(I;p) be the span of a l l / ~ - 2 n for n>~0. Then Bk is represented
by all of Bk, R. maps Bk+2 onto Bk for k~>l, and BI a n d B2 lie in ker(R.).
[]

8. T o p o l o g i c a l cyclic h o m o l o g y
We apply V(1)-homotopy to the cofiber sequence in w

to obtain a long exact sequence

... -~+ V(1).TV(l;p) ~-~ V(1).TF(I;p) R.-1 V(1).TF(I;p) ---+~....
PROPOSITION 8.2. In dimensions greater than 2 p - 2 there are isomorphisms

k e r ( R . - 1) ~ E(A1, A2) |

|

|

|

|

d [0 < d < p}

A1)QP(v2)|

A2tdp I o < d <p}

and
c o k ( R . - 1) ~ E(A1, A2)|

Proof. By Theorem 7.7 the homomorphism R , - 1 is zero on A=E(A1,A2)|
and an isomorphism on C. The remainder of V(1).TF(1;p) decomposes as
k odd

k even

(8.1)
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and R, takes Bk+2 to Bk for k~> 1, forming two sequential limit systems. Hence there is
an exact sequence
0--+ lira /~k --+ H /~k R . - 1
k odd

k odd

H Bk ~ liml/~k --+0,
k odd

k odd

and a corresponding one for k even. The right derived limit vanishes since each /~k is
finite. Hence it remains to prove that in dimensions greater than 2 p - 2 ,
lim /~k -- E(A2)|174

< d <p}

k odd

and
lira Bk ~- E(AI) |

k even

|

dp I 0 < d < p}.

Each /?k ~ B k is a sum of 2/)-2 finite cyclic P(v2)-modules. The restriction homomorphisms R. respect this sum decomposition, and map each cyclic module surjectively onto
the next. Hence their limit is a sum of 2 p - 2 cyclic modules, and it remains to check
that these are infinite cyclic, i.e., not bounded above.

/~l/~2(tp)r(k)--l~ -dpk-1 in Bk is in dimension 2pk+l(p-d).
For k even the corresponding class in Bk is in dimension 2p k+l (p-d)+2p-2/) 2. In both
For k odd the 'top'

class

cases the dimension grows to infinity for 0 < d < p as k grows.
For k odd each infinite cyclic P(v2)-module is generated by a class in non-negative
degree with nonzero image in/~1~B1, namely the classes Nit d and A1A2td for 0 < d < p .
Hence we take these as generators for limk odd Bk" Likewise there are generators in nonnegative degrees for limk even/~k with nonzero image in B2 ~ B2, namely the classes A2t dp
and A1A2tdp for 0 < d < p .
[]
Let e67r2p_lTC(Z;p) be the image of eK6K2p_l(Zp), and let 06 7r_lTC(Z; p) be
the image of 167roTF(Z;p) under 0 : E - 1 T F ( Z ; p ) - + T C ( Z ; p ) . We recall from [BM1],
IBM2] the calculation of the mod p homotopy of TC(Z; p).
THEOREM 8.3 (B5kstedt-Madsen).

V(O),TC(Z; p) -~ E(e, O)|174

l o < d < p}.

Hence
v(1), TC(Z; p) ~ E(e, 0) e F p {et d I 0 < d < p}.
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l,--+HZp induces a (2p-1)-connected map K(Ip)--+
K(Zp), and thus a (2p-1)-connected map TC(I;p)-+TC(Z;p) after p-adic completion,
The (2p-2)-connected map

by [Du]. This brings us to our main theorem.
THEOREM 8.4.

There is an isomorphism of E(A1, A2)|

V(1).TC(1;p) ~- E(~I, ~2, D)|174174

< d < p}

OE(A1)|174

A2tdp [0 < d < p}

with IAal=2p-1, IA21=2p2-1, ]v21=2p2-2, 101=-1 and Itl=-2.
Proof. This follows in dimensions greater than 2/)-2 from Proposition 8.2 and the
exact sequence (8.1). It follows in dimensions less than or equal to 2 p - 2 from Theorem 8.3 and the (2p-1)-connected map

V(1).TC(I;p)--+V(1).TC(Z;p). It remains to

check that the module structures are compatible for multiplications crossing dimension
p--2.

The classes

E(A1)|
in

]O< d < p}

V(1).TC(I;p) map to
E(e) e F , { e t ~ I 0 < d < p}

V(1).TC(Z;p), and map by FoTr to classes with the same names in the S 1 homotopy fixed-point spectral sequence for THH(Z). By naturality, the given classes in
V(1).TC(1;p) map by FoTr to classes with the same names in E ~ ( S 1 ) . Here these
classes generate free E(A2)|
For degree reasons multiplication by A1 is

in

zero on each Alt ~. Hence the E(A1, A2)QP(vz)-module action on the given classes is as
claimed.

V(1)_tTC(I;p) is the image under the connecting homomorphism 0 of the class 1 in Y(1).TF(l;p), which generates the free E(A1, A2)|
Finally the class 0 in

module c o k ( R . - 1) of Proposition 8.2. Hence also the module action on 0 and A10 is as
claimed.

[]

A very important feature of this calculational result is that V(1). TC(l;p) is a finitely

TC(l;p) is an fp-spectrum of fp-type 2 in the sense
V(1).TF(1;p) is not a free P(v2)-module. On the other hand, we
have the following calculation for the companion functor TR(l;p)=holimn,R THH(1)C€
showing that V(1).TR(I;p) is a free but not finitely generated P(v2)-module.
generated free P(v2)-module. Thus
of [MR]. Notice that
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THEOREM 8.5. There is an isomorphism of E(A1, A2) | P( v2 )-modules
V(1). TR(I; p) ~- E(A1, A2)|149

H E(u, A2)QP(v2)|

< d < p}

n>~l

9 H E(u, A1)|174

< d <p}.

n~l

The classes u~AiA~2t d and uSA~lA2t dp in the n-th factors, for 6, sl,E2E{0,1} and
6
~2
0 < d < p , are detected in V(1).THH(1)c~ ~ by classes that are represented by unAxA
2 td
and ~n.,l~,~V~x~tdp.,z~ in E~(Cp~), respectively.
We omit the proof. Compare [HM1, Theorem 5.5] and [HM2, 6.1.2] for similar
results.

9. Algebraic K - t h e o r y
We are now in a position to describe the V(1)-homotopy of the algebraic K-theory
spectrum of the p-completed Adams summand of connective topological K-theory, i.e.,
V(1). K(lp). We use the cyclotomic trace map to largely identify it with the corresponding topological cyclic homology. Hence we will identify the algebraic K-theory classes A1K
and A~ with their cyclotomic trace images )~1 and A2, in this section.
THEOREM 9.1. There is an exact sequence of E(A1, A2)|
0 --4 E2p-3Fp --4 V(1).K(lp) trc >V(1).TC(1; p) --4 E-1Fp -4 0

taking the degree 2 p - 3 generator in E2p-3Fp to a class aEV(1)2p_3K(Ip), and taking
the class 0 in V(1)_ITC(1;p) to the degree - 1 generator in E-1Fp. Hence
V(1).K(lp)

-~

E()~I,/~2)~g(v2)~)P(v2)~Fp{O/~l, 0v2, oq)~2,Gq)~l)~2}

E(A2)|174

< d<p}

e E( A1)| P(v2)|

A2t @ [0 < d < p}

|

Proof. By [HM1] the map lp-+HZp induces a map of horizontal cofiber sequences
of p-complete spectra:
K(lp)v

t~c > TC(1;p)

> E-1HZp

/~(Zp)p

trc>

>

TC(Z;F)

E-1HZp.
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Here V ( 1 ) . E - 1 H Z p is Fp in degrees - 1 and 2 p - 2 , and 0 otherwise.

Clearly 0 in

V (1). TC (l; p) maps t o the generator in degree - 1, since K (lp)p is a connective spectrum.
The connecting map in V(1)-homotopy for the lower cofiber sequence takes the generator
in degree 2 p - 2 to the nonzero class il(OVl) in Y(1)2p_3K(Zp). By naturality it factors
through V(1)2p_3K(lp), where we let a be its image.

[]

Hence also K(lp)p is an fp-spectrum of fp-type 2. By [MR, 3.2] its mod p spectrum
cohomology is finitely presented as a module over the Steenrod algebra, hence is induced
up from a finite module over a finite subalgebra of the Steenrod algebra. In particular,

K(Ip)p is closely related to elliptic cohomology.
9.2. The mod p homotopy of K(lp). We would now like to use the vl-Bockstein
spectral sequence to determine the rood p homotopy of K(Ip) from its V(1)-homotopy,
and then to use the usual p-primary Bockstein spectral sequence to identify ~r. K(lp)p.
We shall see in Lemma 9.3 that the P(v2)-module generators of V(1).K(lp) all lift to
mod p homotopy. In Lemma 9.4 this gives us formulas for the primary vl-Bockstein
differentials 31,1- But there also appear to be higher-order vl-Bockstein differentials, as
indicated in Lemma 9.5, which shows that the general picture is rather complicated.
For any X, classes in the image of i1: V(O).X-+V(1).X are called rood p classes,
while classes in the image of i li0: 7r. Xp--~V(1). X are called integral classes.
LEMMA 9.3. The classes 1, OA1, A1 and /~lt d for 0 < d < p are integral classes both
in V(1).K(Ip) and V(1).TC(1;p). Also 0 is integral in Y(1).TC(1;p), while a and Ov2
are integral in

V(1),K(I,).

The classes 0A2, A2, OA1A2, AIA2, A1A2td, ,~2 tdp and )~l)~2tdPfor O<d<p are rood p
classes in both Y(1).K(lp) and V ( 1 ) . T C ( l ; p ) .
We are not excluding the possibility that some of the rood p classes are actually
integral classes.

Proof. Each vl-Bockstein/31,~ lands in a trivial group when applied to the classes
0, 1, a and A~td for 0 < d < p in V(1).K(lp) or V(1).TC(l;p), Hence these are at least
rood p classes.
Since 1 maps to an element of infinite order in ~oTC(Z; p ) ~ Zp and the other classes
sit in odd degrees, all rood p~ Bocksteins on these classes are zero. Hence they are integral
classes. The class A1 is integral by construction, hence so is the product 0A1.
The primary vl-Bockstein /~1,1 applied to 0v2 in V(1).K(lp) is zero, because it
lands in degree 2p2-2p-2 of i m ( 0 ) = c o k ( R . - 1 ) , which by Proposition 8.2 is zero in
this degree. The higher Vl-Bocksteins/~1,~(0v2) all land in zero groups, so Ov2 admits a
rood p lift. Again, all rood p~ Bocksteins on this lift land in a zero group, so 0v2 must
be an integral class.
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The mod p homotopy operation

(pp-d)*

takes

)~1td in integral homotopy

to

~2tdp in

mod p homotopy, for 0 < d < p . Hence these are all mod p classes, as is A2 by construction.
The remaining classes listed are then products of established integral and rood p classes,
and are therefore mod p classes.

[]

The classes listed in this lemma generate Y(1). K(lp) and V(1).TC(l;p) as P(v2)modules. But v2 itself is not a mod p class.
LEMMA 9.4. Let x be a rood p (or integral) class of Y(1).K(lp) or V(1).TC(l;p),
and let t>~O. Then
~l,l(v~.x)

,
=tv2~ - 1 .~1(31)'x.

In particular, il (/3I). 1 = tvA2 and il (13~).A1 = tPA1A2.
We expect that il(/3~).tP2-PA2=OA2 and il(/3~).tP2-PA1A2=OA1A2, by duality and
symmetry considerations.

Proof. The vl-Bockstein /31,1=iljl acts as a derivation by [Ok]. By definition
j1(v2)=/~=[h11], which is detected as tPA2 by Proposition 4.8. Clearly j l ( x ) = 0 for
mod p classes x.

[]

In Y(1). the powers v~ support nonzero differentials/31,1(v~) =tv2
t - 1 .~ 1 ( ~ 1,) for p~t.
The first nonzero differential on v p is 31,p:
LEMMA

9.5.

P
/31,p(v2)=[h12]#O
in V(1)..

We refer to IRa2, w

for background for the following calculation.

Proof. In the BP-based Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for V(0) the relation
i
Jl(V2)=v pI- - 1 /3'p/p
holds, where 3p/p is the class represented by h12+vP2-Ph11 in degree 1 of
9

p

the cobar complex, Its integral image/~p/p=jo(/3'p/p) is represented by b11, and supports
the Toda differential d2p_l(/3p/p)=C~l/3 p. This differential lifts to

2p-l~,p/pj-- 1~'1 in

the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for V(0). Consider the image of/3'p/p under il in
the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for V(1), which is represented by h12 in the cobar
complex. Then d2p-1 (il ( ~ / v ) ) = i 1 ( v l t 3 ~ ) = 0 . By sparseness and the vanishing line there
are no further differentials, and il(/~p/p)=[h12] represents a nonzero element of V(1)..
Hence /31,p(v2)
P --[h121,
as claimed.
[]
To determine the mod p homotopy groups of TC(1;p) or K(Ip) by means of the
vl-Bockstein spectral sequence we must first compute the remaining products i 1 ( ~ ) " x
in Lemma 9.4. Next we must identify the image of/31,p(vP)=[h12] in V(1).TC(l;p).
Imaginably this equals the generator vp-lAlt of V(1). TC(I; p) in this degree. If so, much
of the great complexity of the vl-Bockstein spectral sequence for the sphere spectrum
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also carries over to the Vl-Bockstein spectral sequence for TC(l;p).

We view this as

justification for stating the result of our calculations in terms of V(1)-homotopy instead.
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